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New NACC Executive
Director Named

Re-Branding
Concessions Stands
By Chuck Aldridge
NACC President

At the June 2017 conference, Theresa Traulsen announced that she

University of Maryland

would be stepping down as the NACC Executive Director.

This football season, we decided to re-brand a stand in our west end
zone and named it Maryland Pride. Once we had an idea of what we
wanted, we decided we needed a “new look” to the location. We

Theresa

had been the Executive Director for 15 years and has been a driving
force for the organization and is credited for its growth and many
other major initiatives.

worked with our campus sign shop and were able to wrap the stand
(see picture below).

The previous menu consisted of hand sliced pit beef, turkey, and pork
BBQ platters. We didn’t have any issues with the items we sold, but

Brian Kulpa, new NACC Executive Director.

we needed to up our game to attract fans. We had the look, we now
needed the food items.

After a national search, I am pleased to announce Brian Kulpa has

The first item we came up with was the Baltimore Steak & Cheese. It’s
a delicious grilled beefsteak topped with melted Old Bay cheese sauce
and a splash of sherry; served with fried onions and Little Italy’s hot
giardiniera pepper relish.

Brian is an

Assistant Vice President of Business Operations and Student Services
at Eastern Michigan University in Ypsilanti, Michigan.

Brian

oversees Dining Services, a student center, convocation center,
indoor practice facilities and recreational sports with a budget of

Another important item we brought back was a Backfin Crab Cake
Sandwich. Crab cakes and football, that’s what Maryland does!

This

crab cake
is served with your choice of cole slaw or mac & cheese.

been selected as the next NACC Executive Director.

nearly $45 million.

Prior to Eastern Michigan, Brian worked for

Bowling Green State University and NSF International.
Theresa Traulsen has agreed to stay on until next January to assist

We also sold

J&J Snacks Braided Pretzel, named the Little Chessie. The Little
Chessie is served with crab dip, cheddar cheese and Old Bay
Seasoning.
The Maryland Pride stand also sold Maryland crab soup and pork
BBQ. All of the items were a hit.

and ensure a smooth transition. Both Theresa and Brian can be
reached at info@nacc-online.com .
I would like to thank the hiring committee for all of their help during
the process.
Please help me welcome Brian Kulpa to the NACC family!
Chuck Aldridge
NACC

President

Inside this issue:
Healthy Options, Page 2
Beer, Page 3
Chefs in Concessions, Page 4
And more!

To help promote this stand, our Athletic Department once again sent
out a press release promoting the new stand and items we were
selling.
- continued on Page 2
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SIU Sees Big Sales
During Eclipse

Addressing Requests for
Healthier Options

By Heather Miranti

By John Gibson

Concession Coordinator

NACC Treasurer

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

University of North Texas

What a whirlwind of a start to this year in Saluki Athletics! Summer

Like many campuses across the country, the University of North

ended with a bang in August when we hosted over 15,000 people who

Texas is home to a diverse collection of students and young alumni

had never set foot on campus in and around Saluki Stadium (our

with varying food preferences and dietary restrictions.

football venue) to view the Great American Eclipse.

of these students and alumni attend UNT athletic events, an

While not all

increasingly vocal segment has been requesting healthier menu
On August 21, 2017, a total solar eclipse path stretched across the

offerings during home football games at UNT. These requests range

entire United States, reaching its point of greatest duration a few miles

from vegetarian and vegan options to fruit cups and salads along with

south of our Carbondale, Illinois, campus.

offerings that address specific dietary restrictions, such as gluten

People from all over the

world trekked to southern Illinois to attend the week-long festivities at
SIU.

allergies.

All lodging within a 3 hour radius was booked to capacity and

area residents resorted to renting their lawns and farmland as camping

Before the start of the 2017 football season, we tried to address some

space.

of these requests by adding Sabra Hummus w/ Pita Chips to all of our
concession stands.

We also decided to add a “Mean Green” vegan

The eclipse took place on what would normally be the first day of

hot dog to one of our main concession stands on the student side of

classes.

the stadium.

Classes were cancelled but, as most of you know, we rely

heavily on student employment and RSOs.

It was nearly impossible to

The net results were not great.

While we received good

feedback from regular customers and Athletic Department

get enough people hired between move-in on August 17 and Monday,

administrators about the availability of hummus, sales for both

the 21st.

hummus and the vegan hot dog were low for all six home games.

The Athletic department required all full-time and part-time

staff members to work.

We had our men’s basketball staff cooking,

trainers running ice, and even had head coaches scanning tickets.
was a true team effort!

It

The eclipse was the biggest event I have ever

worked in my 20 years on campus.

We not only hosted the viewing

event inside Saluki Stadium, but had a stem fair inside SIU Arena (our
basketball venue) and a craft fair outside on the lawn.

Campus as a

whole, and our department specifically, learned an exceptional amount
about our capabilities.
We had 10 concessions stands open, kettle corn, two Dippin’ Dots,
three water kiosks, plus catering for our club space, media room, and
all 13 suites.

We did over $58,000 in concessions and $30,000 in

catering sales.

It was extremely hot, and we sold over 4,207 bottles of

In fact, over the entire season, only 20 vegan hot dogs were sold at

water and 3,449 fountain drinks. Just for comparison, our homecoming

the location on the student side.

football game normally brings in about $30,000 in concessions sales

sold per game, with a high-water mark at five units sold.

and $4,000 in catering.

this was only offered at one location in the stadium.

This was a large jump operationally for us.

Typically, only three to four were
To be fair,

While we did

have signage up inside the concession stand, and it was listed as a
Our biggest issues were keeping water cold and getting ice delivered

vegan option on our mobile concessions website, we did not actively

since everyone was under the concourse rather than in their seats due

promote this item to fans during the games.

to the heat.

chips sold a bit better, ranging from 20-25 units sold per game.

We also tried to deliver box lunches because we had many

schools in attendance.

Catering was a challenge, and it was something

I should have outsourced since I am the only full-time concessions
employee on staff.

The hummus and pita

However, this item was offered at all of our concession stands, so the
return on this item’s inventory cost was weak.

One thing I did not account for was the number of

people outside the stadium without tickets who wanted to be part of the

In a recent post-season survey, fan feedback requesting healthier

event.

menu options was again one of the top three items observed following

The concessions stand in the SIU Arena had the third highest

sales that day due to it being in an air conditioned environment and

the 2017 football season.

free to the general public.

for lighter fare options including: gluten free and vegan/veggie menu

Even with the small issues we had, I would

consider it a success!

items.

The most common observation was a call

While we were pro-active this past football season, the

implementation could have been a bit stronger.

The vegan dog was

The viewing of a solar eclipse is described as a once in a lifetime

placed in a stand that already offered hot dogs, pizza, chicken strips

event,

and smoked sausages.

however, Southern Illinois will get to experience it twice! Our

next eclipse will be April 8, 2024 with, a duration of over 4 minutes.

It was most likely buried on the menu and

could have been promoted better to those fans seeking it out.

https://eclipse.siu.edu/
- continued on Page 5

- Continued from Page 1, Re-branding
To help promote this stand, our Athletic Department once again sent
out a press release promoting the new stand and items we were selling.
A Washington Post reporter reviewed the new location:

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/dc-sportsbog/wp/2017/09/06/behold-the-baltimore-cheese-steak-the-newestconcession-at-maryland-football-games/?utm_term=.eb910e692b3d

When our season ended, we had
doubled our sales from the previous
year, and it didn’t involve selling
beer!
Have you taken a location and
rebranded it. You can post to The

We received several requests for interviews to talk about the new
location. The fans were very happy with the new items, and I'm excited
to see what the future holds for that location.

NACC Facebook page or the forums
on the new website.

NACC would

love to hear about it.
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Vendor Participation equals Customer Success
By Matt Drummond

The NACC group has always been one to happily share their ideas

Allied Board Memeber

and experiences, and this type of forum provides a more in-depth

Blackboard

discussion into how a company’s products and services can positively

Four years ago, NACC implemented a new program called the Vendor
Product Advisory Committee to provide vendors an opportunity to
gain feedback for their latest products and services.

This committee

consists of professionals who are leaders in the collegiate concessions
industry.

Our organization has participated in this program each year

which has proved to be an important resource in helping guide our
future product development leading to customer success.
We have always valued our customer feedback in building our
products to mold them in ways that directly benefit the customer
focusing on the features they value most.

This typically comes

through multiple channels from customer calls, support tickets and
tradeshows.

impact their own customers.

This is not an opportunity to just

present what new offering we may have but to get relevant feedback
from key resources to create solutions which are meaningful and
impactful.
Our company has greatly benefited from participating in this program
and highly encourages any vendor who may be looking at
implementing a new product or service to consider taking advantage
of this opportunity.
The tradeshow provides value in producing leads and multiple touch
points to educate the attendees about what we offer. The addition of
this program shows partnering with our customers and industry
leaders can be invaluable to everyone involved.

The first year we participated, we were able to understand where our
gaps were in our views about hardware options as well and what
software features are the top priorities for this market.

This has led to

the development of new hardware and adding to our portfolio of new
current options with the ability to expand offerings in the future.
We were also able to focus our efforts on those key features and
deliver a solution that is more robust and applicable to our customers.
In the subsequent years, we have been able to follow up on our
progress to make sure we stay on the right path and keep our vision
moving ever forward.

In addition to participating in the Vendor Product Advisory
Committee, we encourage vendors to take advantage of all the
networking opportunities afforded them through the conference
registration.

Many conferences may require additional costs to have

meals or participate in special events.

NACC includes these meals

and events in the registration fees and sponsorships as this is an
important part of the experience for all attendees.

If you are

interested in participating in the Vendor Product Advisory Committee
and/or becoming a sponsor for the NACC Conference, please visit the
NACC website at nacc-online.com for more information.

What is beneficial about this committee is in addition to the viewpoints
of our own customers we also receive the views of committee
members who are not our customers.

They may not be using the same

type of product at all or they may be using a similar product.
These members are entrenched in the concessions industry every day
and each with their own unique challenges provide insights into their
operations and how we can develop our products and services which
can help them in improving their operations.

To Beer or Not to Beer?
By Jim Schwandt
Allied Board Member
Partners by Design LLC
To beer or not to beer?
That is the question being asked by many college and university
leaders and athletic departments.

Aside from the obvious benefits of

increased sales volume and profits, there can be a side effect of reduced
“tailgating” and migrating what happens outside the main gate into a
more controlled environment.
There are many areas of due diligence the school and concessions team

UT-Austin made the decision to increase their points of sale to

must face to reap the benefits of a successful program of serving

accommodate the sales projections and potential strain on the number

alcohol at sporting events.

of permanent concession stands. The increase was accomplished

Staffing and training staff to be responsible

servers of alcohol are at the forefront.

Another factor for consideration

is if additional points of sale need to be added to handle the projected

through the use of nearly 50 new mobile units, strategically placed in
all public areas of the stadium.

sales increase.
First year alcohol sales during the 2015 football season reached $1.8
In the case of the University of Texas at Austin, the decision to sell

million with a result of $812,798 in revenue for Texas.

alcohol in all public areas of the football stadium was made after a pilot

sellers were Miller Lite, Coors Light and Bud Light, in that order. In

program which began in 2014.

2016, the second year of beer, wine and liquor availability at

To create and monitor the program, a

The top

diverse group was formed with representation from Texas Athletics,

concession stands and mobile concessions, the sales increased by 70%

Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission, UT Police and Sodexo Sports

to $3.1 Million in sales. Again, the top three sellers were the same as

and Leisure, the licensed vendor at the Darrel K Royal - Texas

in 2015.

Memorial Stadium.
All in all, the sales upside can be significant. The preparation,
After the pilot program was fully vetted, the university rolled out the

planning and training along with collaboration between the school,

program beginning September 12, 2015 at the home opener against

law enforcement and regulatory agencies is critical for a successful

Rice University.

program and guest experience satisfaction.
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You Sell What?

Chefs in Concessions?

By Chris Lauber

By Alex Terranova

NACC VP

NACC Secretary

University of North Dakota

Michigan State University

Every year at the conference in June I hear people talking about unique

Here at Michigan State University, we, like many of you, are trying to

items that are sold in concessions. Last year I heard several people

keep up with our ever-changing industry. We are always trying to

mention their boss wanted them to return from the conference with

enhance our menu offerings, offering some “non-traditional” menu

ideas.

items all while ensuring that our food is of the highest quality that we

Something they could sell that people will talk about and

hopefully buy in large quantities. Something that was unique to their

can offer. Our operations managers all brought wonderful ideas to the

stadium or arena.

table, but we struggled with how to make them work, while still

To help our fellow members out, the NACC is going to start a
newsletter column that highlights some of these unique items. Some
items may be huge hits, (Cougar Tail, BYU) others might not sell well
but are still on the menu (Rocky Mountain Oysters – I’m talking about
you at Coors Field, Denver, CO). Okay, those are not sold at a college
operation but were the best example I have. I think they sell about 1-2
a game. For our first column, we start in the northern tundra of the
United States, home of University of North Dakota Hockey.

operating with our traditional items. In March of 2017, we did
something that no one would have thought of 10 years ago; we hired a
full time chef.
In the short time that we have had Chef Kari Magee on board, we have
changed our menu significantly. Most importantly though, our quality
has improved tremendously. We have added a “Smokestack BBQ”
stand in our newly renovated basketball arena along with a “fresh
food” concept. Chef Kari cooks all our pork in house, slow cooked for

As I’m writing this article it is -15° outside with a wind chill of -35°,

around 12 hours. The smell that the slow roasted pork gives off is

and we are preparing for a hockey game. What does the Ralph

phenomenal. Our “Fresh Start” concept is a fresh food stand with items

Engelstad Arena, home of North Dakota Hockey, sell that is unique?

made in-house on game days. These offerings include grain bowls,

Well I for one thought the amount of ice cream and Dippin’ Dots sold

gourmet sandwiches, salads, wraps, yogurt parfaits and fruit cups.

at a hockey game in the dead of winter was pretty amazing when I
showed up here. Then there are the taco in a bag/walking tacos which I

We are currently trying to roll out a “Student Chef” position, to relieve

sell quite a few of, but not that unique to me.

some of the cooking pressure off of our service groups. These students

How about the 300-350 cheese tostadas I sell per game? Yep, that is
what I would say is the unique item we sell up here in the north.
For $2.50 you can get a cheese tostada that is made with an in house
fried corn tortilla, topped with freshly shredded cheese and a swirl of
fresh made hot sauce. Then, it’s nuked in a microwave and served
perfectly melted. If you don’t want to stand out like a tourist, you
better order at least two at a time and then add some white sauce

get hands-on training with Chef Kari and assist her with food prep
during the day. During our larger events, they are deployed into
different stands within our operation. We currently operate with five
stands that have grills. This tends to be an operational issue with our
nonprofit groups. With the help of our students and Chef Kari, the
groups get extra attention to maintain our food standards, and it gives
them more of an opportunity to serve the guests and not have to worry
about all of the cooking.

(secret recipe) from the condiment area. How did this make it on the
menu? Well simple, we licensed with a local restaurant that is a staple

With the addition of Chef Kari we can enhance our menu offerings and

in the Grand Forks area and sell their food out of two of our

food while our operations team focuses on operating. As a team we

concessions stands. Besides the cheese tostada, we also serve tacos,

wanted to make all of these changes, but none of us on staff are chefs

grinders, and taco burgers, but the cheese tostadas are the hit item.

with the culinary tools that we needed. Having a chef on staff has only
benefitted our operation. It has allowed us to focus on going from good
to great.

- continued from Page 3, Beer
In the case of the University of Texas at Austin, the decision to
sell alcohol in all public areas of the football stadium was made
after a pilot program which began in 2014.

To create and

monitor the program, a diverse group was formed with
representation from Texas Athletics, Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission, UT Police and Sodexo Sports and Leisure, the
licensed vendor at the Darrel K Royal - Texas Memorial
Stadium.
After the pilot program was fully vetted, the university rolled out
Now, it’s time to hear from you and what you sell. Do you have a

the program beginning September 12, 2015 at the home opener

unique item that you would like to share with us? Maybe you have an

against Rice University.

item that would make the NCAA members go “You sell what?” Let us
know what your item is and you can be featured in the newsletter.

UT-Austin made the decision to increase their points of sale to
accommodate the sales projections and potential strain on the

I wonder if Arizona has anything they might show us this summer. I

number of permanent concession stands. The increase was

heard about some special nacho cheese they make for their nachos and

accomplished through the use of nearly 50 new mobile units,

I saw a picture of their menu board that lists “Banana Bread”? Who

strategically placed in all public areas of the stadium.

sells banana bread at a basketball game? Come to Arizona this summer
for the 2018 conference and find out!

First year alcohol sales during the 2015 football season reached
$1.8 million with a result of $812,798 in revenue for Texas.

The

top sellers were Miller Lite, Coors Light and Bud Light, in that
order.
In 2016, the second year of beer, wine and liquor availability at
concession stands and mobile concessions, the sales increased by
70% to $3.1 Million in sales. Again, the top three sellers were the
same as in 2015.
All in all, the sales upside can be significant. The preparation,
planning and training along with collaboration between the
school, law enforcement and regulatory agencies is critical for a
successful program and guest experience satisfaction.
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BYU Invites You to Experience 4th of July Events
By Aaron Black
Brigham Young University
We at BYU would like to invite you to join us for a wonderful event
and experience you soon won't forget. Each year LaVell Edwards
Stadium at BYU hosts the annual "Stadium of Fire" event. It is on and
around the 4th of July. The theme is centered around the 4th of July,
patriotism and fun. Each show features all types of entertainment like
The Blue Man Group, touring musical talent such as Journey, the
Beach Boys, Carrie Underwood, the Jonas Brothers or Tim McGraw
and a very big stadium fireworks show. This year’s program has not
yet been announced.
We feel this would be a great opportunity for many to come see a
stadium concessions operation in action with over 40,000 in attendance
and at a time other than football season. We open more than 50
locations with all types of food and vendors. Here is a link to a map
which shows our 2017 offerings, and 2018 will be very similar:
http://dining.byu.edu/concessions/documents/LVEStadiumConcessions
Map%202017.pdf.

There is a Grand Parade at 9 am on the 4th of July, a Balloon Festival
from 6 to 8 am each morning on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th, plus all kinds
for shops booths and activities around town for the days up to and

We open three sides of the stadium, north, east and west. The stage is
set in the south end-zone.

including the 4th.

Here is a link to our concessions website for

additional info: http://dining.byu.edu/concessions/.
In connection with the event, we will offer tours of facilities prior to
the event as well as tours during our hours of operations. We also
would like to have some time to hold a meeting in connection with the
event. Depending on the wants, desires and needs of those who express
interest in attending, we can do that on the day of the event, before
event day or even after or some type of combination.

Any meetings

and meals associated with meetings would be provided free by BYU.
This would also include attendance to the event and concessions at the

Of course Utah has many other amazing activities and events to

event. It would also include family/friends you might choose to bring

consider if you choose to spend a few extra days.

as well. The bottom line is if you can get here, we will take care of
you. We would love to have you join us for a great time to learn and

Here are a few links to consider:

celebrate what we do as collegiate concessionaires and our

https://www.visitutah.com/

membership in the NACC.
Here is a link to the Freedom Festival which sponsors the event:
https://www.freedomfestival.org/.

Here is a link to events held in

conjunction with the festival:
https://www.freedomfestival.org/event/stadium-of-fire/.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attractions-g28965Activities-Utah.html
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attractions-g28965Activities-Utah.html
https://www.atlasobscura.com/things-to-do/utah
http://www.planetware.com/touristattractions/utah-usut.htm
https://www.templesquare.com/blog/11-mustvisit-places-in-utah-that-arent-national-parks/

-continued from Page 2

Healthy Options

Based on the feedback we continue to receive, and to continue our
menu evolution at UNT, I am considering opening a “Lighter Fare”
concession stand at Apogee Stadium.
Currently, there is a low volume stand that only sees light to medium
sales during well-attended games.

We often do not open this location

for most of the home games. The thought is to convert this stand to
promote only healthy concession offerings, including: fruit cups, premade salads, hummus & pita chips, vegan dogs, vegan burgers and
possibly a gluten-free dog.

With these additions, we will assuredly

see an uptick in sales of these healthier items.

The efforts made to

meet the demands of our vocal fan-base would certainly go a long
way from a customer service perspective.

The key will be promoting

this location and the healthier menu to the fans who are searching for
them.

towards specialty dietary needs, healthier options and vegan/veggie
menu items.
It wasn’t too long ago that credit card acceptance at all concession
stands was not feasible. Things change quickly in this industry.

At the end of the day, the majority of the fans attending Ssorting
events are not looking for healthier options at the concession stands.
Hot dogs, chicken strips, and cheeseburgers will continue to win out
over healthier options.

However, fan feedback is trending more

Has your operation experienced similar circumstances regarding
healthier menu options?

If so, feel free to share your story in an

upcoming newsletter, or on the NACC Message Board.
Go to Page 6 to read how UNT surveyed fans on concessions.
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Measuring Succes
Through Surveys at UNT

Key Takeaways from Fan Comments, continued:
• Frito Pies:

By John Gibson

This specific food item was requested numerous times by fans wanting

NACC Treasurer

to purchase it at football games.

University of North Texas

for next season.

Following each of the previous football seasons, the North Texas

• Craft Beer Selections:

Athletics Department developed a Mean Green Fan Survey, designed

We currently have six different beer selections for purchase at our

to capture the thoughts and opinions of our fans, regarding the entire

concession stands, and 12 selections available at kiosks.

Game Day experience.

beer sales equating to just 10-15% of the overall beer sales, fans

Numerous items were a topic for evaluation,

We will add this item to our lineup

Despite craft

including: parking, traffic flow, ticket operations, in-game marketing,

requested an even larger variety of specialty brews for sale during

and of course concessions.

games.

We will continue to evaluate the beer selection available

throughout the off-season.
Overall, feedback regarding the North Texas Concessions Operation
has been overwhelmingly positive.

Fans responded quite well to the

• Increased Beer Sales Locations:

expanded menu, food and beverage quality, staff friendliness and speed

With the larger crowd sizes experienced the final two home games,

of service.

fans expressed a desire for beer hawkers and more kiosks for faster
service.

To summarize:

We will work to try and make this happen when necessary to

meet demand.

• Food Quality – 91.53% Satisfied/Very Satisfied
• Concession Stand Speed of Service:
• Food Selection – 88.77% Satisfied/Very Satisfied

During the final home game, all-time sales records were set for
Apogee Stadium Concessions.

• Concessions Staff Friendliness

Certainly, customer traffic was higher

than it has been all season, and this impacted the speed of service in

– 96.96% Satisfied/Very Satisfied

some areas.

• Speed of Service – 85.78% Satisfied/Very Satisfied

We will continue to emphasize volunteer group members’ roles and
train further for efficient operations with our groups.

We will also re-

The above metrics reflect terrific feedback and are certainly great news

examine the minimum number of volunteers our groups are required to

to share with our staff, student workers and our many volunteer groups

bring for larger crowds.

that contribute during each home football game.

However, the most

valuable part of the survey lies in the hundreds of comments that

A fan feedback survey is a tremendous way to gain a different

survey respondents provided. Their own words ensure that specific

perspective into your operation.

positive and negative experiences and opinions about our concessions

and total revenue are all great metrics, there is often another story that

operation were brought to my team’s attention.

can help contribute to the success of your operation.

If we only utilized the

While per caps, items sold per fan
This story can be

metrics above, one would think that we do not need to improve

told through the feedback of your customer.

anything within our operation.

additional information on how you can implement a survey such as

However, that simply is not the case.

Several comments shared similar feedback and brought to light
changes that we can make for next season to further enhance the Mean

this, please feel free to reach out anytime.

If you would like

I am happy to help.

Mean Green!

Green Fan Experience.

Not a member of NACC?
Join Today!

Visit nacc-online.com
BENEFITS of MEMBERSHIP
There are many benefits of being a
member of the NACC.

From

ongoing education and discussion
groups in the forum and blog pages
to just knowing that you aren’t
alone you’re your
concession/catering questions and

Key Takeaways from Fan Comments:

issues.

• Healthier Options:
While majority of fans want the standard ballpark fair, numerous
customers expressed a need for healthier food options, including
salads, gluten free items, and vegan products.

While we did offer

hummus and pita chips at all concession stands, as well as vegan dogs
at one location, we will continue to evaluate this concern and find a
way to address it without negatively impacting the General
Concessions’ operations.

- Biannual Newsletter
- Facility Profile Survey

- Membership Directory

- Blog

- Colleague Networking

- Annual Conference

- Catering Menu PDFs

- Professional Development

- Forum

- Concession Menu Survey

- Job Postings

- Vendor Product Information

- Sharing Best Practices

- continued next column
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